(Slide animations used
here to keep this long
story within bounds.)

1. Malfunction Junction has long been
a challenge to navigate
2. even for cyclists and pedestrians
3. Low demand for merge lane taking
Bell St. traffic to Strathmore
4. But it too had to be replaced and
widened above school fence
5. Strathmore Secondary gets double
story portables for the noise
6. So when do we measure the
benefit:cost of Bridge Too Close?
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1. Flemington Bridge gateway with
stand of Lemon-scented Gums
2. which were plastered with notices
of their impending removal
3. Loss of the 130+ year old did not
please the neighbourhood
4. It survived two assaults while its
brethren were uprooted
5. Where to now my new nest has just
been mulched?
6. But on the third assault even
defenders chained on did not help
7. given the resources Victoria Police
felt justified to divert

©Anna Lanigan
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8. The project had refused to
negotiate clearly safer options
9. and would get the job done, killing
all hope of growth
10. Finally obliterating all trace
11. save the now perilous paths for
cyclists and pedestrians

At stake arguably the most familiar
tree in Melbourne around 130 years
old right at Melbourne Gateway
Contract compliance defeats common
sense
As with EWL Part B east side option,
community alternatives dismissed
Proximity to cycle path cited as safety
hazard
Cyclists instead get green paint
between traffic lanes with likelihood
of drivers changing lanes suddenly
Mobilised defenders across state forming PLAN to work with VicRoads on
Roadside Environment
Kororoit Institute
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Part of “80,000 trees planted” via “Landcare partnership”
—Transurban FY17 Annual Report: CityLink Tulla Widening

Clearest evidence of
a planting 19 August 2017
next to CityLink sound wall
and Moonee Ponds Creek

Role of rent seeker in
“city shaping” planning?
Paraphrasing Wikipedia:
Agitation for Outer Circle line
driven by politics and land
speculators.
Railway Construction Act
authorising the line passed 12
December 1884.
By 1885 2 parliamentarians
who helped approve the line,
F.E. Beaver and 15th Victorian
premier James Munro,* had
purchased half the land
adjoining the new railway.
(Circa 1888 poster from State
Library of Victoria's Batten &
Percy Collection via Trove.)
*Should compare to recent
Kororoit Institute
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Even Jeff Kennett says it’s time for them to go
From The Age 14 May 2016

‘Transurban: the making of a monster’
by Royce Millar and Ben Schneiders
After reporting Jeff Kennett’s original deal, the article continues …
(S)uch is this particular company's dominance of the Australian private motorways – it
controls 13 of the 15 Australian toll roads – that former NSW auditor-general Tony Harris
describes it as a monopoly. This strategic advantage in Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane
gives it unparalleled private sector clout in transport planning and priorities.
On this point one long-time former insider is quick to clarify that
the subtlety of city planning has never been core business.
“Our interest was only ever the road network, and the cash.” (…)
Of its 15 roads, CityLink remains the company's single biggest earner. Transurban is
determined to ensure the money continues to flow.
Now, Kennett says the Victorian government should take advantage of record-low interest
rates to finance and build its own roads and railways. “If government collected tolls (from
the Western Distributor) and let the CityLink contract run out … it could fund a whole lot
of infrastructure.”
He is urging the Andrews government not to sign up for an extension to CityLink; for a
line to be drawn under the contract he demanded be signed one evening in 1995, the
contract his government once touted as a great deal for Victoria.

A Fundamental Alternative

Passenger growth into inner city 100% by train
Free precious inner road space for priority users
Rail core ~20% of radial extent, role of trams
Metro 2 rail tunnels Newport–Fishermans Bend
Focus new roads on Interface Councils’ deficit
Kororoit Institute
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Mr Morris’s
decade-old
numbers ask
more than
they answer

Split work
related into
commuting,
transport &
mobile jobs

Reduce road
space for
commuters
to better
provide for
productive
activities

Rule of thumb:
Passenger
growth into
inner city
100% by train

Free precious inner road space for priority users
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Sample of subway network structures from (clockwise, top left) Shanghai,
Madrid, Moscow, Tokyo, Seoul and Barcelona. Image: Roth et al./JRSI

World’s Subways Converging on Ideal Form
https://www.wired.com/2012/05/subway-convergence/

In Melbourne’s core, trams provide some of the flexibility
that is provided by networked train lines in other cities.
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Map “leaked” to
The Age a decade
ago showed many
“prospective”
railway lines
Some serious,
others fanciful
Early hint of RRL
route servicing
growth areas
Newport via
Fishermans Bend
already in mix

Stephen Moynihan
in The Age,
9 August 2007:
Rail City:
blueprint looks
at city's options

Immediate alternative (part of “Metro 2”)
Newport rail via Fishermans Bend
East-west easement from old Port line (now light rail) to Yarra’s
edge opposite Newport from where lines radiate in 4 directions.
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Focus new roads on Interface Councils’ deficit

Out in western Growth Areas, on the boundary of the cities of
Brimbank and Melton, our designated equivalent of Bell Street
or Springvale Road, an arterial corridor between Point Cook
and Calder Park which should take regional traffic away from
congested radials, lays unloved, not for completion for 40 years

Wrong Way Go Back

Take home message from East West Link battle
The only major policy Labor has retreated from
Information sessions were never consultation
Jobs crunch, managing ramp, Sydney madness
Use rail disruption as opportunity for rethinking
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Kensington end of
community coalition
against EWL held its
own post-mortem
Luke Donnellan
presented at a public
meeting of ITEANZ,
an opportunity to ask
"What is your take
home message from
the battle over East
West Link?”
His response about
the business case
ignored community
campaign that got
them elected
WGT proponents have
learnt, but all the
wrong lessons
Tunnel Vision was dedicated
to the memory of Paul Mees
and Freda St. John Watkin
This is a place to similarly
mention the more recent
passing of Julianne Bell
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The community conveyed our thanks after EWL was cancelled
Now we need you to create the chance for that to be returned

Where are?
Lonsdale Consortium, Port of Melbourne
PTV, VicTrack
Metro Trains, Yarra Trams, V/Line, ARTC
Transurban
Victorian Planning Authority, Infrastructure Victoria
Development Victoria, Transport for Victoria
Kororoit Institute
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Accept that the course we are advocating won’t
fit comfortably with IAC’s terms of reference
But is it clear that those who have come to an
independent assessment are overwhelmingly
unhappy with the WGT or big parts thereof
Beyond the issues already raised we have two
more to come which could be circuit breakers
While it is only advice to the Minister, the
City needs you to seize your Jane Jacobs
committee moment and deliver a report
which insists that this and any more
tollways sucking radial traffic into inner
areas should not be built
Planning Minister Wynne will make his own
determination fully aware of the political and
wider consequences
If the Minister doesn’t approve release of your
report, the message will be clear and up to the
rest of us to decide how to respond further
At Geelong drop in, attended only by Elaine Carbines and me,
Paul Smith said he saw it being as much about creating jobs

Under height 1876
tunnel remains only
route beyond Geelong
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Premature rumours about downturn in housing construction notwithstanding,
this may not be a good time to add to the demand for infrastructure workers

Almost daily we’ve seen Victorian Government
campaigns on social media asking people to tag
a mate who might take a job on Mernda, Metro,
signals or whatever
Current projections for Melbourne’s
transport infrastructure construction
predict doubling the current number of
workers in around two years
To secure those workers we will be competing
against a similar ramp in Sydney and the boom
in private construction across both cities
Cannot dispute the wisdom of (re-)training new
workers, nor of ensuring a pipeline of projects
But what will bubble do to costs as construction
workers capitalise on such a favourable market?
and what will it ultimately do to schedules?
The world environment does not need more
road traffic into the heart of any large cities
Melbourne and Sydney certainly don’t need it
Kororoit Institute
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Between state elections, struggle against WestCONnex grows

Anyone who has driven much in
Sydney should be familiar with
the Rozelle interchange where
Victoria Road turns just beyond
Anzac Bridge & straight ahead
has become City West Link
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However the next proposal for WestCONnex expands Rozelle
Interchange into a deep underground spaghetti junction that
includes a stub road which, beyond plan below, is set to be the
start of another harbour tunnel. Side note that Balmain
Peninsula was the site of Australia’s deepest coal mine

Not quite The End
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Final stop on IAC bus tour exposed even bigger problems

right in the middle of ground zero
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connectors between elevated
Footscray Road and Dynon
Road go under CityLink,
demolish V/Line facility,
bridge Moonee Ponds Creek

It’s not just V/Line.
Every rail operator, including Yarra Trams, has facilities within the
project boundary in E Gate and F Gate.
WDA relies on the Major Transport Projects Facilitation
Act 2009 to claim its relatively minor road project can
force contractual arrangements on all the rail operators
to move their operations out for the construction period.
It only appears to rely on the Transport Integration Act 2010 with
respect to land use without clear reference to the intermodal
coordination and respect central to transport integration.
With respect to the TI Act 2010, EES Technical Report K “Land use
planning” says the Act’s objective of Efficiency, coordination and
reliability (Section 12 of the Act) only requires: “facilitating a more
efficient transport network, improving road capacity and
safety” (page B-10)
Such disruption of rail operators surely offends both the
Environment and the TI Act.
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plus Wurundjeri extension bridge right where our Black Swans garden

Activity

Industry

Hydrology

Ecology

Community

Mobility

and a final note for Mr Morris

that we already connect our silos more productively in the west
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